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THE APPEALING
ANTIFOG EFFECT

“The essential is invisible to the eyes”Antoine de Saint-Exupéry gave us this powerful reflection in his work The Little
Prince and, when recalling it I can’t help smiling while thinking of the paradoxfound in a sector, the food plastic packaging one, in which the essential must benecessarily visible to eyes.Clarity and clearness as much as if it  were transparent glass, are the mainattributes packaging must have to let our eyes “see” the quality of a packagedfresh product. To the market, it is not acceptable to have a piece of plastic packaging on whichthe water drops condensation not only hampers the sight of the food, but alsowhich may directly boost the spoiling of the contained food, and even lead tothe creation of adverse substances for the consumer. 

FOG/ANTIFOG EFFECT

he phenomenon of droplets of condensa-tion gathering on a surface, known as fog ormist, is triggered when the water vapour  in theair turns into water upon contacting a coldersurface. This phenomenon notably affects fresh packa-ged products, such as fish, meat, fruits and ve-getables, which upon being exposed torefrigerated spaces are prone to suffering fromwater condensation due to the difference oftemperature between the inner and outer partof packaging containing them, thus becomingopaque and shortening the food’s shelf life.Likewise, in agricultural films intended forgreenhouse covering, mulching and otherapplications, the drop formation impairs theoptimal light transmission needed to achieve ahigh crop yield.It is a complex problem which requires a spe-cific solution for every situation.

T In that way, the antifogging agents emerge. Bydefinition, they are a series of chemicals whichprevent specific surfaces from the water con-densation and the fog effect.Within the plastic industry, these agents workin a polymer environment, where technically,the problem is sparked mainly by three factors:a. The low surface tension on the polymers.b. Rise of the humidity.c. Difference of temperature between the airand the plastic film. So far, the optimal way to deal with the pro-blem is through adding additives which de-crease the difference of surface tensionbetween polymer and the water with the aimof the drops diluting creating a thin layer whichflows to the packaging side edges, thus makingthe film surface transparent. 
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ANTIFOGGING ADDITIVESThe goal to reach is that the additives addedthrough the film manufacturing process canminimise and even  get rid of the fog.To do so, a series of features or requirementsare demanded, guarenteeing:a. The durability of the antifog effect. How longis it effective?b. Speed of response. How long does it take toremove the fog?c. Its harmlessness. It cannot affect the film’sphysical features, such as clarity and clearness. Every antifog agent must meet the aforemen-tioned requirements, but their incidence willbe either higher or lower depending upon thedownstream application to which they are in-tended for and, thus, the formulation on themasterbatches containing them should be ex-clusive for every sector.That means, if the additive is developed for thepackaging industry, its ability to remove the fogwhen the packaged food gets into the coldchain must be immediate, as well as keepingthe high clarity and clearness of the packaging.

Therefore, these additives have to ensure aquick speed of response and theirharmlessness.However, if the additives are destinated to agri-cultural film, the main demanded feature is du-rability, since it will be a product subjected torough weather changes throughout the cropcampaigns, spanning between two months andtwo years.Likewise the let down ratio in a polyethylenefilm will be conditioned by the film thicknessitself, which may vary from 30 to 200 microns,just as its  application is greenhouse cover,mini-tunnels or other applications detailed inTable 1.To these diverse requirements demanded of anantifogging additive, some intrinsic factors ofthe  film itself have to be added, such as the rawmaterial that they are made out of, their struc-ture or number of layers and the process para-meters which the producer applies, theycomprise a whole set of variables that have tobe borne in mind by the masterbatch com-pounder have to consider to develop suitableadditives.
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Table 1. Antifogging
additives applications
to agricultural film

Source: Own file 

APPLICATIONS THICKNESS DURABILITY

Greenhouse covers

Double chamber

Mulching

Mini-tunnel

80-300 microns

35-40 microns

12-80 microns

17-80 microns

2-3 years

4-6 months

2-4 months

6-8 months



Within the whole complexity already descri-bed, let us talk about the solutions which, as anexpert compounder, HT Masterbatch has pro-vided to tackle this issue. Originally, and upon the request of customerslocated in Asia and Middle East, we developedour first antifogging masterbatch for BOPPfilm: HTM 7427 F. HTM 7427 F is formulated to fulfill the requi-rements demanded by the film manufacturers,in that way the making use of it does not affectthe sealability, surface tension, nor film clarity.These features in addition to its quick speed ofresponse and cold-fog performance has fullyconsolidated it in these markets. Likewise, facing the huge demand generated inEurope, we formulated a product with identicalcharacteristics to the former, but with some

specific variables for the European market:HTM 7227 F, becoming immediately establis-hed as a preferential option for production ofantifog polypropylene film thanks to its greatstability through the processing and its formi-dable performance in both hot and cold appli-cations, in addition to not triggering anyinteraction with further processes. On account  of the original success, we took onthe challenge of developing antifog masterbat-ches for other applications through the trans-ference of technology from BOPP film topolyethylene film. This transference of technology required pic-king out the ideal compounds, adapting the for-mulations and controlling factors such asmigration rates because of the different crysta-llinity found in every polyolefin.
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HTM 7427 F. Own file

SOLUTIONS
PROVIDED BY
HT MASTERBATCH



The process brought as a result the HITEMArange of products formulated in polyethylenecarrier and comprising grades intended foragricultural and packaging applications. In thatway, HITEMA 63160 AF was born as the idealsolution for polyethylene film packaging, cha-racterised by its immediate action and by offe-ring an optimal surface tension evolution.
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Our next challenge, in the antifogging field, is to develop new master-batches in different polymer carriers addressed to emerging sectors,as well as upgrading our currect range of products with additionalfeatures. Along these lines, all of us at HT Masterbatch work to use  all our know-ledge of industrial plastics to obtain antifog products with remarkableadded value providing the film with a special attractiveness, or rather,an appealing antifog effect. 

In the same way we developed HITEMA20460 AF being the grade intended for agri-cultural applications due to its high concen-tration of slow-migrating additives, securinga long-lasting and steady effects which, incombination with appropriate layer struc-ture, can last for more than three crop cam-paigns in greenhouse covers. 
BOPP AGRICULTUREPACKAGING

HTM 7427 F

HTM 7227 F

HITEMA 20460 AFHITEMA 63160 AF

Tabl2  2. Range of Products

Source: Own file


